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  Technology and Domestic and Family Violence Bridget
Harris,Delanie Woodlock,2023-01-30 This book brings together
academics and advocates to explore an emerging issue: the use of
technology by perpetrators of domestic and family violence. Of
interest too is critique of government and non-government
activities in this arena and how technology can be harnessed to
respond to harm. Domestic and family violence (DFV) is widely
recognised as an important social issue, impacting the safety and
wellbeing of victim/survivors and their children, and on a broader
scale, threatening risk and security on global levels. This book
provides insights drawn from research and practice in the Global
South and Global North to provide an evidence base and real-
world solutions and initiatives to understand, address and
ultimately prevent technology-facilitated domestic and family
violence and how technology can be used to effect positive
change and empower victim/survivors and communities.
Technology and Domestic and Family Violence will be of great
interest to students and scholars on victimology, criminology,
social work, law, women’s studies, sociology and media studies. It
will also be a valuable reference for practitioners, government
and non-government advocates working on issues around
domestic violence.
  Spying Software Development in Google Android Fissha
SeyoumTeshome,2017-06-28 Bachelor Thesis from the year 2011
in the subject Computer Science - IT-Security, Helsinki
Metropolia University of Applied Sciences , language: English,
abstract: The main purpose was to study the concept behind
developing spying software. The goal of this project was to
develop a mobile phone tracking application for Google Android
phones. The application was expected to include the use of GPS
and Cell-ID to track the location of a mobile phone. The Google
Android SDK was used to develop the tracking software
application. The application was tested on a Google Android
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mobile phone. The result showed that the development process of
location and maps-based applications was fast while using Google
Android. This was because of two main reasons. First, Google
Android Provided APIs for location-based services such as GPS
and Cell-ID. Second, having Eclipse with ADT plug-in as the
choice to develop the application led to an easy means of
debugging and testing. The tracking application was found
important to use since it will allow users to trace lost phones or to
locate lost people. The application can be developed further by
adding a number of features to it such as running in the
background, SMS copying and making a spy call.
  Spy Toys Mark Powers,2018-01-16 The world's leading toy
manufacturer gives each toy it creates a tiny, computerized brain
and a unique personality making for some seriously awesome
toys. But sometimes there's a faulty toy . . . Dan is a Snugliffic
Cuddlestar bear--he should be perfect for hugging. But because of
a malfunctioning chip, Dan is so strong he could crush a car.
Thrown into the rejects pile, he meets Arabella, a Loadsasmiles
Sunshine doll, who has a very short temper. Soon Dan, Arabella,
and Flax (a custom-made police robot rabbit) are recruited by the
head of the toy world exactly for what makes them unfit. And
their first mission is a doozy: to protect a senator's eight-year-old
son from being kidnapped. With black-and-white illustrations
throughout, this hilarious book has reluctant reader appeal
written all over it.
  Hindsight, Insight, Foresight: Thinking About Security in the
Indo-Pacific Alexander L. Vuving,2020-09-30 Hindsight, Insight,
Foresight is a tour d’horizon of security issues in the Indo-Pacific.
Written by 20 current and former members of the faculty at the
Daniel K. Inouye Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies, its 21
chapters provide hindsight, insight, and foresight on numerous
aspects of security in the region. This book will help readers to
understand the big picture, grasp the changing faces, and
comprehend the local dynamics of regional security.
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  Computerworld ,2005-04-25 For more than 40 years,
Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news
and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's
award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly
publication, focused conference series and custom research form
the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
  The Secrets of Spies Heather Vescent,Adrian Gilbert,Rob
Colson,2020-10-27 Packed with dastardly details and top-secret
stories, this book recounts thrilling tales, tools, and tricks of spies
throughout history, from the ancient world of Sun Tzu to the
latest cyber threats.
  Counter-Terrorism Technologies Peter Lehr,2018-07-10 This
book critically discusses the role of technology for counter-
terrorism in general, and for securing our vulnerable open
societies in particular. It is set against the backdrop of the
terrorist threat posed by the combined forces of Al Qaeda and
ISIS/Daesh in the foreseeable future. The book commences by
illuminating current and foreseeable tactics and weapons used by
these implacable enemies – weapons that may well include
chemical, biological, radiological and potentially even nuclear
(CBRN) devices. In a second part, it introduces technologies
already available or in development that promise an increase in
safety and security when it comes to the dangers posed by these
terrorists. This part also includes a critical discussion of
advantages and disadvantages of such technologies that are,
quite often, sold as a ‘silver bullet’ approach in the fight against
terrorism. Controversies such as those triggered by the abuse of
millimeter wave scanners deployed at several Western European
airports will demonstrate that there are costs involved with
regard to human rights. The third, analytical part takes the
critical discussion further by arguing that the uncritical fielding
of new surveillance and control technologies in parallel with the
on-going outsourcing and privatization of key services of the state
could well lead to dystopias as envisaged in a rather prescient
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way by the so-called cyperpunk novels of the 1980s. The book
concludes with the question that any liberal democracy should
ask itself: how far can we go with regard to hardening our
societies against terrorist threats?
  Secure IT Systems Lothar Fritsch,Ismail Hassan,Ebenezer
Paintsil,2023-11-08 This book constitutes the proceedings of the
28th Nordic Conference, NordSec 2023, held in Oslo, Norway,
during November 16–17, 2023. The 18 full papers included in this
volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 55
submissions. This volume focuses on a broad range of topics
within IT security and privacy.
  Identity Technologies Anna Poletti,Julie Rak,2014-01-31
Identity Technologies is a substantial contribution to the fields of
autobiography studies, digital studies, and new media studies,
exploring the many new modes of self-expression and self-
fashioning that have arisen in conjunction with Web 2.0, social
networking, and the increasing saturation of wireless
communication devices in everyday life. This volume explores the
various ways that individuals construct their identities on the
Internet and offers historical perspectives on ways that
technologies intersect with identity creation. Bringing together
scholarship about the construction of the self by new and
established authors from the fields of digital media and
auto/biography studies, Identity Technologies presents new case
studies and fresh theoretical questions emphasizing the
methodological challenges inherent in scholarly attempts to
account for and analyze the rise of identity technologies. The
collection also includes an interview with Lauren Berlant on her
use of blogs as research and writing tools.
  Social Informatics Luca Maria Aiello,Daniel
McFarland,2014-11-06 This book constitutes the proceedings of
the 6th International Conference on Social Informatics, SocInfo
2014, held in Barcelona, Spain, in November 2014. The 28 full
papers and 14 short papers presented in this volume were
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carefully reviewed and selected from 147 submissions. The
papers are organized in topical sections such as network,
communities, and crowds; interpersonal links and gender biases;
news, credibility, and opinion formation; science and
technologies; organizations, society and social good.
  Apps, Technology and Younger Learners Natalia
Kucirkova,Garry Falloon,2016-11-10 This book provides an in-
depth analysis of the challenges, potential and theoretical
possibilities of apps and considers the processes of change for
education and home learning environments. Drawing together a
diverse team of international contributors, it addresses the
specific features, context of use and content of apps to uncover
the importance of these tools for young children’s learning. Apps,
Technology and Younger Learners focuses on ways that apps
support early years and primary school learning, connect various
learning spaces and engage children in a range of edutainment
and knowledge-building activities. In each chapter, the current
state of knowledge and key research questions in the field for
future study are identified, with clear messages provided at the
end of each chapter. Focusing on empirical studies and strong
theoretical frameworks, this book covers four key parts:
Understanding the learning potential of children’s apps; Key app
challenges; Empirical evidence; Future avenues. This book is an
essential guide for educators, post-graduate students,
researchers and all those interested in the advantages or
challenges that may result from integrating apps into early
education.
  The MENA Region and COVID-19 Zeina Hobaika,Lena-
Maria Möller,Jan Claudius Völkel,2022-05-30 Focusing on the
Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region, which comprises
some of the world’s richest countries next to some of the poorest,
this book offers excellent insights into the discriminatory
consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic. With a geographic
focus on the MENA region, the multidisciplinary case studies
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collected in this edited volume reveal that the coronavirus’s
impact patterns are a question of two variables: governance
performance and socioeconomic potency. Given the global,
unprecedented, complex, and systemic nature of COVID-19 – and
its long-term implications for societies, governments,
international organisations, citizens and corporations – this
volume entails a relevance to regions undergoing similar
dynamics. Analyses in the book, therefore, have implications for
the comparative study of the pandemic and its impact on societies
around the globe. Understanding related dynamics and
implications, and making use of lessons learned, are a pathway to
deal with future similar crises. Questions covered in the volume
are relevant to geopolitics, social implications and the relations
between political leaders and citizens as beings embedded in
various strategies of communication. The volume will appeal to
scholars of international politics, political science, risk or crisis
governance, economics and sociology, human rights and security,
political communication and public health. The Open Access
version of this book, available at http://www.taylorfrancis.com,
has been made available under a Creative Commons Attribution-
Non Commercial- No Derivatives 4.0 licence.
  Proceedings of the International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence and Computer Vision (AICV2021) Aboul Ella
Hassanien,Abdelkrim Haqiq,Peter J. Tonellato,Ladjel
Bellatreche,Sam Goundar,Ahmad Taher Azar,Essaid Sabir,Driss
Bouzidi,2021-05-28 This book presents the 2nd International
Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Computer Visions (AICV
2021) proceeding, which took place in Settat, Morocco, from June
28- to 30, 2021. AICV 2021 is organized by the Scientific
Research Group in Egypt (SRGE) and the Computer, Networks,
Mobility and Modeling Laboratory (IR2M), Hassan 1st University,
Faculty of Sciences Techniques, Settat, Morocco. This
international conference highlighted essential research and
developments in the fields of artificial intelligence and computer
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visions. The book is divided into sections, covering the following
topics: Deep Learning and Applications; Smart Grid, Internet of
Things, and Mobil Applications; Machine Learning and
Metaheuristics Optimization; Business Intelligence and
Applications; Machine Vision, Robotics, and Speech Recognition;
Advanced Machine Learning Technologies; Big Data, Digital
Transformation, AI and Network Analysis; Cybersecurity; Feature
Selection, Classification, and Applications.
  Wearable Devices, Surveillance Systems, and AI for
Women's Wellbeing Ponnusamy, Sivaram,Bora,
Vibha,Daigavane, Prema M.,Wazalwar, Sampada S.,2024-03-25 In
a world where the safety of women remains a pressing issue, the
intersection of artificial intelligence (AI) and emerging
technologies is a motivating force. Despite strides toward gender
equality, women continue to face threats, harassment, and
violence, necessitating innovative solutions. Traditional
approaches fall short of providing comprehensive protection,
prompting the exploration of innovative technologies to address
these challenges effectively. Wearable Devices, Surveillance
Systems, and AI for Women's Wellbeing emerges as a timely and
indispensable solution to the persistent safety issues faced by
women globally. This persuasive book not only articulates the
problems women encounter but also presents groundbreaking
solutions that harness the transformative potential of AI. It delves
into the intricate ways AI applications, from mobile safety apps to
predictive analytics, can be strategically employed to create a
safer and more inclusive society for women.
  Click Here to Kill Everybody: Security and Survival in a
Hyper-connected World Bruce Schneier,2018-09-04 A world of
smart devices means the Internet can kill people. We need to act.
Now. Everything is a computer. Ovens are computers that make
things hot; refrigerators are computers that keep things cold.
These computers—from home thermostats to chemical
plants—are all online. The Internet, once a virtual abstraction,
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can now sense and touch the physical world. As we open our lives
to this future, often called the Internet of Things, we are
beginning to see its enormous potential in ideas like driverless
cars, smart cities, and personal agents equipped with their own
behavioral algorithms. But every knife cuts two ways. All
computers can be hacked. And Internet-connected computers are
the most vulnerable. Forget data theft: cutting-edge digital
attackers can now crash your car, your pacemaker, and the
nation’s power grid. In Click Here to Kill Everybody, renowned
expert and best-selling author Bruce Schneier examines the
hidden risks of this new reality. After exploring the full
implications of a world populated by hyperconnected devices,
Schneier reveals the hidden web of technical, political, and
market forces that underpin the pervasive insecurities of today.
He then offers common-sense choices for companies,
governments, and individuals that can allow us to enjoy the
benefits of this omnipotent age without falling prey to its
vulnerabilities. From principles for a more resilient Internet of
Things, to a recipe for sane government regulation and oversight,
to a better way to understand a truly new environment,
Schneier’s vision is required reading for anyone invested in
human flourishing.
  Intelligent Technologies and Applications Imran Sarwar
Bajwa,Fairouz Kamareddine,Anna Costa,2019-03-11 This book
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International
Conference on Intelligent Technologies and Applications, INTAP
2018, held in Bahawalpur, Pakistan, in October 2018. The 68
revised full papers and 6 revised short papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 251 submissions. The
papers of this volume are organized in topical sections on AI and
health; sentiment analysis; intelligent applications; social media
analytics; business intelligence;Natural Language Processing;
information extraction; machine learning; smart systems;
semantic web; decision support systems; image analysis;
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automated software engineering.
  Introduction To Cyber Forensic Psychology: Understanding
The Mind Of The Cyber Deviant Perpetrators Majeed Khader,Loo
Seng Neo,Whistine Xiau Ting Chai,2021-02-04 This edited book,
Introduction to Cyber Forensic Psychology: Understanding the
Mind of the Cyber Deviant Perpetrators, is the first of its kind in
Singapore, which explores emerging cybercrimes and cyber
enabled crimes.Utilising a forensic psychology perspective to
examine the mind of the cyber deviant perpetrators as well as
strategies for assessment, prevention, and interventions, this
book seeks to tap on the valuable experiences and knowledge of
leading forensic psychologists and behavioural scientists in
Singapore.Some of the interesting trends discussed in this book
include digital self-harm, stalkerware usage, livestreaming of
crimes, online expression of hate and rebellion, attacks via smart
devices, COVID-19 related scams and cyber vigilantism. Such
insights would enhance our awareness about growing
pervasiveness of cyber threats and showcase how behavioural
sciences is a force-multiplier in complementing the existing
technological solutions.
  Dust Net David Dvorkin,2013-07-05 This is a work of
nonfiction plus some speculation. It's largely about drones and
their very rapid miniaturization, their present and coming use in
law enforcement and war, and a potential future in which spy and
communication equipment will literally be the size of dust motes,
almost impossible to see and impossible to escape. It's also about
the complete lack of privacy that is coming in the future. Parts of
the book are encouraging, detailing how such devices will help
rescue people after disasters, help people escape the control of
repressive governments, and simply communicate more easily
with one another. But most of the book is chilling indeed,
portraying a future that will be very, very different from our past.
What's really important is that this is NOT a work of science
fiction. Many of the devices described here either exist already or
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are in the development stage. No matter where you fall on the
political spectrum, you need to read this book, because to know
the future is to help yourself prepare for it.
  Privacy in the Age of Big Data Theresa Payton,Ted
Claypoole,2023-03-15 Thoroughly updates the first edition by
addressing the significant advances in data-driven technologies,
their intrusion deeper in our lives, the limits on data collection
newly required by governments in North America and Europe,
and the new security challenges of a world rife with ransomware
and hacking.
  EchoStar: is always listening Melinda Salisbury,2024-03-14
Bestselling YA author Melinda Salisbury exposes the dark
underbelly of new technologies and online friendships in this
gripping thriller.
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